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Jonathan Hughes - Credentials & Experience: With 23 years of combined 

regulatory experience in wound care companies, Jonathan specialises in 

regulatory strategy, regulatory and clinical development pathways, worldwide 

regulatory submissions and training. He has worked with all the major 

international regulatory agencies, in particular US FDA, Japanese PMDA, Chinese     

          NMPA, Notified Bodies and EU Competent Authorities. More recently Jonathan               

                   has worked on a range of medical devices across varied medical specialties 

covering active devices, IVDs and software such as medical apps (diabetes apps), 

decision support software and apps for asthma inhalers.

 
1. From experience what is one of the greatest barriers to entry into the wound care market?  

Determining what clinical data is required. Is a clinical investigation required? The MDR has incorporated 

previous guidance such as MEDDEV 2.7.1 Rev 4, but this is now more rigid when companies are basing their 

applications on the argument of equivalence with another product. It is no longer sufficient to be ‘similar’ to 

previous products to use their data. Class III goes one step further; companies are only now permitted to use 

the equivalence argument if they have a contract with the competitor. This has meant more clinical 

investigations are now likely to be necessary.  

2. What is the most common mistake often made by industry when submitting applications to notified 
bodies? 

Although it sounds obvious, take the time to review your applications. Ensure that your technical 

documentation has been written with the audience – the reviewer - in mind and that it serves the purpose 

for what it was intended. Some notified bodies have their own templates that require specific formatting.  

Try to step outside the box and ask yourself - Is it is easy to read? To understand? To locate the relevant 

information that supports your application? Simple formatting errors can make what should be a simple 

application difficult to read. Reviewer resources are stretched and don’t have time to search out information 

– they will issue a non-conformity if something is not obvious or easy for them to locate (even if they are 

there, somewhere). Make their job easier!   

3. Have you found the level of detail required by the Medical Device Regulation (MDR) more 
comprehensive than that of the Medical Device Directive (MDD) for all classes?  

Yes. The requirements are clearer in some respects but broader and more stringent. Many of the new 

regulations were already included previously in guidance documents but they have now been incorporated. 

In principle, many companies should have been following this guidance already. The MDR has created a 

more level playing field for notified bodies. The notified bodies themselves are under more scrutiny and 

subsequently they are applying more rigour to their review of manufacturers and are less likely to take risks. 

Some feel that notified bodies have become less pragmatic and this has made it difficult to discuss and 

debate with them as a result. Prior to the MDR there were more than 70 notified bodies and now there are 
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only 25 (at time of interview); this has led to a large recruitment drive for reviewer staff to meet demand. 

Unfortunately, this has subsequently meant that assessments now seem to be being completed on more of a 

“checklist” basis, as opposed to a more considered, pragmatic and informed approach taking all the evidence 

before them. The medical device classification system in most parts remains unchanged. There are some 

new classification requirements for certain devices (e.g.: devices containing substances that may be 

dispersed in/on the body, delivery devices and software) that have meant they have been re-classified (or 

“up-classified”) from class I to class IIa or higher. Once classified, the conformity assessment route/pathway 

options are also broadly similar, with the higher risk-based classification requiring greater regulatory 

controls.   

4. Quite often the notified bodies’ response is to collect more evidence and data which is expensive and 
time consuming. Industry appears to be fighting tooth and nail to avoid this. Is this the sensible approach 
or should industry accept what notified bodies are asking of them? 

Each case should be reviewed and judged on its own merit, so it is difficult to generalise. There is always 

going to be an element of back and forth with any notified body. Companies need to complete a strategic 

assessment of the likelihood of their application being successful. For some companies it might be quicker to 

complete any “big ticket” items such as clinical investigations before submission rather than run the risk of 

submitting without and incurring significant delays during the review process. This really depends on the 

business’ appetite for risk. How much do you want to battle with the notified bodies? It could be more 

sensible to pick your battles. For significant issues, communicating with the notified body upfront is strongly 

recommended – while the notified body is not allowed to provide consulting advice, if presented with a plan 

they may be able to provide some degree of feedback as to likely acceptance of such plans. 

 5. Other than wound care, is there a problem within your area of expertise/industry that you would like 
to see addressed?  

The In Vitro Diagnostics Directive (IVDD) is set to be replaced by the In Vitro Diagnostics Regulations (IVDR) 

on the 26th of May 2022. Under the previous IVDD, 80% of products did not require any third party (notified 

body) certification before being placed on the market. However, this is set to change from the date of 

application of the IVDR. Although the IVDR provides better control of IVDs and, for patient care, this is a step 

in the right direction, the challenge is that more than 80% of IVDs will require notified body review and 

certification (with significant additional clinical data requirements). To exacerbate this, the number of 

notified bodies has drastically reduced from 27 to 6 due, partly, to the stricter process of designation and 

obviously the pandemic, which has had its own implications. Some manufacturers will require derogation 

from the member state competent authorities in order to continue selling their products. Some companies 

have had to leave their preferred notified body because they are yet to be designated under the IVDR. 

Unsurprisingly, a large proportion of the designated notified bodies are the bigger companies, who have 

recruited resources to try to bolster their capacity. There is a significant risk that a lot of IVDs will no longer 

be available on the EU market from 26 May 2022, either because smaller IVD companies are unable to meet 

the requirements in time or because there are insufficient notified body resources to review the 

applications. Larger IVD companies are also likely to streamline their product offerings, in order to focus 

their compliance efforts on more commercially viable products. Although additional notified bodies may be 

designated in the coming months, will this be too late? Will they have time to review and certify IVDs before 

May 2022? Industry and others have been seeking an extension to the deadline from the EU Commission as 

many of the notified bodies cannot cope. This would be a decision welcomed  by many. 


